Important Notes:

- Both Packages and Projects may be Withdrawn.
- PIs are notified when Projects and Packages are Withdrawn.
- Withdrawn indicates the removal of a Project or Package because of administrative error, and it carries no negative connotations.
- If a study must be halted or not Approved, the status of the Project will change to one of the following: Terminated, Suspended, Closed, or Disapproved.

Please carefully review Withdrawn Notices to understand what was withdrawn and by whom the study was withdrawn. If unsure email the support personnel named who withdrew the Project/Package; this is noted at the bottom of the IRBNet email for more information.

To see if the Project was withdrawn, please check your My Projects page, where you can select the Project by clicking the title. The Project Status will be displayed at the top of this next page.

Please reference the guides on the webpage below and your respective committee’s webpage for assistance. If additional needs exist, please contact the appropriate personnel below:

Danny Housley, 251-460-6863, iacuc@usouthal.edu
Amy Delcambre, 251-460-6509, ibc@usouthal.edu
SuzAnne Robbins, 251-460-6308, irb@usouthal.edu
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